
How Does Your Bank Compare to its Peers? 
 
Asset Management Group, Inc. (AMG) is a wholly owned subsidiary of Country Club Bank and has 
been serving community banks since 1995.  AMG offers a range of asset/liability management 
services designed to meet regulatory expectations while also managing risk and improving 
margins.  Included with the standard monthly/quarterly risk reporting services provided by AMG 
are comparisons with other banks so clients may better judge performance against their peers.  
These are all included in the standard report and are highlighted below.  Also included with our 
standard services is access to an interactive section on our website where more analysis and 
comparisons can be done with any bank in the U.S. using the client banks own data. 
 
RATIOS 
The ratios report is broken up into ratios calculated for your bank for earnings, liquidity, balance 
sheet, capital and Basel III.  Earnings ratios include return on assets, return on equity, yield on 
assets, yield on loans/investments, cost of funds, net interest spread and others.  Liquidity ratios 
include net loans to deposits, assets and funding sources, the liquidity ratio and other 
measurements.  Balance sheet ratios include earning assets to assets, interest bearing deposits 
to total deposits, loan loss reserves to loans and non-performing to total assets.  Most of these 
ratios for your bank can then be compared to four different groups.  We provide ratios for 1) your 
comparable UBPR group, 2) the top quartile of your UBPR group, 3) our BancPath client average 
and also 4) a custom peer group.  The BancPath average is the average of all the clients on our 
BancPath system.  The custom peer group is a group of up to 5 banks that the client selects.  
These can be any banks but typically these are other banks within the clients markets that are 
competitors (in all these reports, a red number represents a number that is worse than peer and 
green represents better than peer).  Here is an example of the ratios page: 
 

 
 
INVESTMENTS 
For investments, there are two summary charts.  One is for the investments for your bank and 
the other is for BancPath Institutions which, again, consists of ALL banks utilizing the BancPath 
Asset Liability Service.  Below is an example of these charts (variance represents the gain/loss vs. 
book).  The chart for your banks specific investments also includes the dollar book value of each 
investment category. 
 



 
 
LOANS 
Fixed rate loan portfolio yields are calculated separately based on original amortization term and 
original term to maturity.  This is also done for the BancPath Institutions so that a direct 
comparison of portfolio yields can be made between the client loan portfolio yields and the 
BancPath Institutions.  Here is an example of this chart: 
 

 

The columns for Original Amortization continue to the right with columns for >240, Single Mat/IO 
and a TOTAL.  The same chart is then also populated with offering rates instead of portfolio yields.  
This way, not only can a client bank compare current portfolio yields but can also compare their 
current loan pricing.  The offering rate charts are then shown again broken down by loan 
categories:  CML, CML RE, RE, and AG. 
 
LIABILITIES 
This analysis is designed to provide a view of the pricing of your Time Deposits (CD / IRA) vs. those 
of other institutions in our database that look like your institution.  In determining the banks in 
your peer group, the model uses your calculated UBPR PEER (noted below).  For example, this 
bank is in UBPR PEER Group 02 and there are 13 banks in our system that are also in that UBPR 
Group so the PEER pricing represents 13 banks in this example. 
 



 

We do the same thing for the transaction accounts and also include the average costs of these 
accounts for all BancPath Institutions. 
 

 

DEPOSIT BETAS 
Each period, betas for non-maturing liabilities are calculated from the client’s data.  In 
determining future liability pricing for rate shifts, each client has the option to 1) use their own 
calculated betas based on their own data, 2) supply their own betas or 3) use the BancPath Peer 
betas.  These are the average of the betas for all the BancPath Institutions.  Comparing your betas 
to the BancPath betas is a good way to see how your pricing is moving vs. other banks as rates 
change.  Many banks use the option of using their own betas when there is good correlation but 
defaulting to the BancPath betas when correlation is below 65%. 
 

 



For further information on peer comparisons or our asset/liability reporting and consulting 
service, please feel free to reach out to your Capital Markets Group Investment Sales 
Representative or contact AMG directly at 800-226-1923. 
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Asset Management Group 
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